
 

 

A great seafood spot in Northern California overlooking the Pacific Ocean 

There is one restaurant in Half Moon Bay that is famous across America and it’s called Sam’s Chowder House. 

It‟s celebrity status is all down to its Lobster Roll sandwich which was voted as one of the „top five sandwiches in America‟ by NBC-TV‟s The Today Show. Indeed,  the restaurant has 

certainly had some great PR of late. It has been featured on “Best of the Bay TV” and named “Best Outdoor Dining in the Bay Area” by San Francisco Magazine. It was also named “Best 

Seafood Restaurant in San Mateo County” by San Jose Magazine. With all the hype surrounding this chowder house, we went down to see what all the fuss was about. 

IDEA 

An authentic New England style seafood house that offers oceanfront dining, fabulous fish and amazing sunsets.  

 

LOCATION 

Located in Half Moon Bay, Sam‟s chowder house is right on the harbour overlooking the Pacific Ocean. Its fantastic location permits the restaurant  to offer some of the best waterfront dining 

in California. Here you can witness stunning sunsets, fantastic views and al fresco diners can sit outside and soak up the sun‟s rays – that is of course when the fog clears as Half Moon Bay 

suffers from the same weather as San Francisco, in other words fog is a common and very typical phenomenon. However, despite the fog and the option to dine in the restaurant, eating outside 

in the restaurants patio area is very pleasing as you can enjoy the fresh sea air and the unrivaled sea views of Half Moon Bay. 

ATMOSPHERE & STYLE 

Warm and welcoming. Casual and authentic.  Very busy, buzzy and inviting. 

Inspired by the traditional seafood houses of New England, this restaurant has a very casual Californian vibe. As soon as you arrive, you‟re instantly reminded that you have come to a place 

that serves seafood from the clichéd swordfish, crab and lobster wall hangings in the entrance of the restaurant. Luckily this seafood restaurant does the marine-themed decor with taste and 

they don‟t go over the top with fish themed decorations. 



Apart from the oceanic ornaments, wood and windows are the main decor at Sam‟s.  The huge seafront windows offer picturesque views of the bay turning the sea into the main focal point of 

the restaurant, thus emphasising its very authentic setting that exudes true oceanfront ambience accented by sea-faring touches. 

The outside patio features cozy fire pits and outside heating lamps where you can watch the crashing surf and enjoy the salty sea air. There is also a quirky outdoor bar with a very cool 

beach shack décor and eclectic palm tree heaters where you can grab a quick drink and enjoy a casual bite at the bar while watching the windsurfers below.  

The clientele here is quite touristy as the restaurant is full of out of towners – it seems like a lot of people make the journey to Sam‟s to see if the lobster roll is really as good as NBC says it is. 
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SERVICE 

The staff at Sam‟s are very knowledgeable and super friendly. However, although the staff are very competent don‟t be surprised if your mains arrive while you‟re still finishing your starters 

(ours did). This could be down to the fact that the restaurant is always so busy and perhaps they want to pick up the turnover rate of the tables – the faster the dishes come, the faster 

we eat and get out so they can sit someone else.  However, although we had to rush our starters a little, all was made up for by the fact that the food was so good and our 

waitress was so nice.  

 

FOOD & DRINK 

Think seafood, seafood and more seafood. The restaurant focuses on sustainable and locally sourced ingredients and dishes up a menu of Lobster Rolls and other treats from the ocean 

including Seafood Paella, ”Maryland Style” Lump Blue Crab Cakes, Whole Maine Lobster and of course the daily catch of the day is a no-brainer.  All their seafood is delivered fresh daily, 

which means from time-to-time, certain items may not be available – but that‟s just the price you pay for fresh fish. 
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Being a chowder house and all, Sam‟s serve up delicious bowls of thick, rich and well seasoned chowder. Their Manhattan style chowder which has a tomato broth, as opposed to the usual 

cream base in typical New England chowder is absolutely satisfying. The little neck clams in both chowders are sweet, meaty and oh so good. 

However, the Lobster Roll is the real star of the menu. Served in a bun, the lobster is wonderfully buttery,  fleshy, sweet and has that perfect tender bounce. Although the bread to crustacean 

ratio is spot on, Sam‟s Lobster Roll is your typical American size (and by that we mean HUGE) so prepare to feel full if you manage to finish the thing. Accompanied by a side of above 

average homemade coleslaw and potato chips, this dish is a winner. 

The menu obviously offers non fish options aptly titled „ From the Land‟ in the menu, however not eating seafood at Sam‟s would be like not drinking espresso if you go to an Italian coffee 

shop. 

The desserts are all homemade and sound absolutely dreamy. We dare you not to be tempted by their „Warm Roasted Peach and Coconut Almond Crumble‟ or their „Warm Banana Pecan 

Bread Pudding‟. Cocktails here are fantastic.  We recommend their Bloody Mary which is one of the best we have ever had –  not too spicy with great layers of flavors . 

TRY ME IF 

You‟re looking for great seafood with an even greater seafront setting. 

THE NITTY GRITTY 

4210 Hwy. 1, Half Moon Bay 

(650) 712-0245 
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